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System Name:

Game ID:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

EGIGame

15713

Video Slot

85.75%, 86.18% (buy feature), 
90.26%, 90.76% (buy feature), 
92.32%, 92.88% (buy feature), 
95.07%, 95.49% (buy feature)

High

5 Lines

2,500 x bet

8.17%

€0.05

€100.00

Features

- Pearl Feature
- Free Spins

Game Info

Step into the dynamic realm of Jackbox Pearl Upgrade, the latest creation from 
SwinttPremium. This game is a vibrant throwback to classic symbols, boasting an array of 
timeless fruity icons and luminous 7s.

Brace yourself for a rollercoaster of excitement in this high-volatility slot, where the 
potential for a maximum win of 2,500 x your bet awaits. Central to the Jackbox Pearl 
Upgrade experience is the captivating Pearl Feature and what sets this feature apart is the 
ingenious Pearl Upgrade twist. Every new Pearl that lands on the reels triggers upgrades for 
other Pearls in the same reel, row, or both, injecting an element of anticipation into every 
spin. 

Spin the reels, chase those Pearls, and revel in the thrill of Jackbox Pearl Upgrade!

Jackbox Pearl Upgrade

Pearl Feature

During the Pearl Feature, each reel gets split in the middle, so the Table switches to a 6-reel 
3-row table. The feature is triggered when 6 pearls land on the reels, the triggering double 
Pearls transform into single pearls and get placed accordingly on the new reels. The Pearls 
are sticking during the feature. Each new Pearl resets the remaining Free Spins to 3 during 
the Pearl Feature. The Pearl Feature ends when all Free Spins are played, or all positions are 
filled with pearls. If all positions are filled with Pearls, the MEGA Prize is triggered, which is 
1000 x bet.

Pearl Upgrades

This can only occur during Free Spins. At the end of a spin, every new Pearl upgrades other 
Pearls in either the same reel, row or both. Every upgrade increases the Pearl value.
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